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Outline

- Strong lensing tension between observations and hydro-simulations

in galaxy cluster cores (also mentioned in Lisanti talk)

- Results of rare and frequent SIDM zoomed in hydro dynamic simulations  of 
galaxy clusters
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Strong-lensed galaxies in 
simulated and observed

galaxy clusters
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Galaxy-Galaxy
Strong Lensing
from HST data

Subhaloes are concentrated 
enough to act as individual 
strong lenses
(see Caminha+19,
 Bergamini+19, 
 Meneghetti+20, 
Granata+22)

Reference Sample:

- MACSJ1206 (z=0.439)
- MACSJ0416 (z=0.397)
- AS1063 (z=0.348)
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Observations:

Simulations:

(see Meneghetti+20)

GGSL probability:
area covered by
secondary caustic
divided by FoV
mapped back 
in the source plane
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Region of interest:
0.15 Rvir
Cluster masses: ~1e15Msun



Observations

Simulated clusters of comparable 
mass, redshift, concentration, and morphology

(see Meneghetti+20 and Rasia+15 for the Dianoga simulations)
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Subhalo compactness (in the core of galaxy cluster) as 
proxy for GGSL

(see Meneghetti+20)
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(see Bahé+21, Robertson+21) 

Results from Hydrangea
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Assessing the role of baryon physics in GGSL

(see Rasia+15, Ragone-Figueroa+18, Bassini+20, Ragagnin+22, Meneghetti+22)

by varying resolution, softening and AGN efficency.
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Subhalo compactenss for different models

(see Ragagnin+22)

low mass 
subhaloes:
below obs!

high mass 
subhaloes:
sometimes catch obs
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The best simulation in terms of strong lensing still does 
differs qualitatively with respect to observations

(Meneghetti+22)
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(see Meneghetti+22) 12



SIDM
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DMO and full physics of six galaxy clusters with resolution of 1x  with Mvir ~ 1e14 - 1e15 
Msun with rare and frequent SIDM.

A s a starting point I use momentum transfer sigma/m = 40 cm^2/g, and w=200km/s 

redshift range of the following analyses:
0.2<z<0.6 (relevant for lensing)

analyses performed within 0.15Rvir





will core collapse play a role?

in the full physics simulation
substructures in the field
I find that only ~5%
have strong compactness.

On the other hand is impressive
that we can produce them with
a low stellar fraction!

mass range in plot:
Msub>1 - 10 x  1011 M

☉



DM Density profiles
of the galaxy cluster cores:



Here I show:
dark matter central density
profiles of the six simulated
galaxy clusters

at 0.45<z<0.6----->

at 0.2<z<0.45------>





 (D3 cluster mass is ~1014 M
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 (D15 cluster mass is ~1015 M
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←- DMO runs

←- full physics runs
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CDM:                                                                          fSIDM:



to conclude

- discrepancy between galaxy cluster lensing signal still unsolved for LCDM 
simulations: they fail to recover lensing signal of 1e10 Msun subahloes in 
cluster cores

- I tested SIDM with sigma0/m = 30 and w = 200 km/s, and found frequent and 
rare interaction to produce different central DM distribution at z>0.45, and in 
general much larger suppression of sub haloes

- both frequent and rare produce more systematically more compact object in 
the 1e10 Msun regime, due to a different stripping mechanism w.r.t. to CDM

- the price to pay is a larger stellar fraction in galaxies near cluster cores
- future plans: more aggressive sigma? higher resolution?
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backup slides
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low mass  subhaloes: always 
below observations 
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(see Ragagnin+22,
Granata+22,
Bergamni+19)

this DO get close to 
observed GGSL
probability

this DON´T 
match GGSL
probability at all

Granata+22





low mass  subhaloes: always 
below observations 
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(see Ragagnin+22,
Granata+22,
Bergamni+19)

this DO get close to 
observed GGSL
probability

this DON´T 
match GGSL
probability at all

Granata+22



Why some simulations 
have high compactness?

(see Ragagnin+22)

this DOES   get 
closer to GGSL
probability

this DOESN´t    
match GGSL
probability at all
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Lensing as a probe for dark matter

30Credits: NASA

MACSJ1206



Mass modelling from lensing within ~15% the virial radius 
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Mass modeling with:
- HST images for halo and galaxy-galaxy 

strong lensing 
- spectroscopy with MUSE (e.g. Vanzella+20)

validates source of multiple images
- internal kinematics (e.g. Bergamini+19)

breaks profile degeneracy
- Chandra data for hot gas

Assumptions:



SIDM estimates
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(formula from Zeng+22)

concentration distribution for 1e11 Msun DM haloes
has c200c ~ 6 (Ludlow+16)
and logscatter of ~33% (Heitman+14)

fraction of core collapsed objects:
~1%

if I put sigma/m ~ 30 cm^2/g: 



33from Robertson+21 Fig. 1.
From Meneghetti+22





Msub>2e10



Lowering stellar masses us already a problem for many 
sims

(see Bahe+17, Ragone-Figueroa+18, Bassini+20)
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